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Overview 
 

How can you ensure your business survives in a completely new sales landscape?  

 

The world shifted in 2020, creating new ways to purchase with new priorities for sales 

management teams and a number of unique challenges. As businesses around the 

world postpone and cancel in-person meetings and business and customer 

interactions change, it is more important than ever for businesses and their sales 

employees to stay current and relevant.  

 

Today's leaders are learning that they need to plan their strategy for sales around 

each customer's unique path to purchase. Managers now need to think about how 

they can keep their sales staff engaged and well-informed in this new landscape 

and how to continue enabling and delivering value-creating efforts. 

 

About this course 
 

The trends of the new sales landscape are still revealing themselves. For a while 

now, companies have known that building positive relationships with their 

customers is the key to success.  McKinsey & Company predicts spending will fall by 

around 50%, so existing relationships are more valuable than ever. Companies will 

need to figure out how they can operate in an environment where some buyers 

are in the office and others aren't. While some clients will be avoiding personal 

meetings, they'll still want to do business, and sales teams will need to drive sales 

and encourage repeat purchases where businesses have constrained budgets.  

 

With products and services becoming more transactional and commoditised in an 

increasingly crowded marketplace, it is more essential than ever for salespeople to 

be able to communicate real value by presenting proposals in terms of what the 

customer cares about. Through this workshop participants will gain clarity on how to 

select better prospects, plan and execute sales agreements using a structured 

framework and apply the critical ingredients of every effective sales conversation. 

 

Who is this course for? 
 
Sales and business development executives who have intermediate level skills and 

wish to refine their approach and avoid price driven conversations. 
 

 

 

Course Content 
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• How to stop wasting time with dead end prospects and create a targeted list 

that will improve win ratios 

• How to implement a structured sales approach to maintain control and 

direction of sales conversations  

• How to establish opening statements confidently, favourably and credibly 

• How to use a 4-step questioning technique that will draw out customer pain 

points and clarify what customers care about most 

• How issues and problems can be a source of opportunities 

• The difference between implied and explicit needs and why they matter 

• Understand the Customer’s buying journey, Customer buying motivators and 

how to use them effectively to further the sale 

• How to create impactful benefit statements and create value  

• How to shape the other party’s perceptions, communicate in a compelling 

way, and close business 

• Different closing techniques and how to use them effectively 

• Objections, why they happen and how to handle them 

• The importance of urgent and prompt follow up 
 

 

Learning Outcomes 
 

• Increase revenue by improving close ratios for new customers and 

developing new opportunities with existing ones 

• Create a competitive advantage by developing a sales response that is 

aligned to market needs 

• Establish new and larger opportunities by uncovering unrecognised needs 

• Shorten sales cycle duration by driving momentum and gaining buyer trust 

and confidence  

• Move away from price driven sales conversations and engage in customer 

orientated value creation and defined business outcomes 

• learn a sales methodology and a common sales language across the 

organisation 
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Duration and Delivery 
 
3 days face-to-face training or virtual workshop. 
 
Work-based activities, including presentations, group work and real-world case 
studies.  
 

 

Facilitator 

 
Sharon King  
 

Sharon King is a faculty member of AcademyGlobal with 

a 27-year track record of local and international 

leadership and sales, including 18 years in training and 

development with leading global and local organisations. 

Sharon’s training experience includes developing and 

delivering sales enablement tools, coaching and 

mentoring sales professionals and customer service teams. 

Sharon has trained and coached sales managers, business 

development managers and key account managers on 

sales skills, processes and tools, negotiation skills and 

productivity. She holds a Cert IV in Workplace Training & Assessment. 

 
 
 

AcademyGlobal 
 
Founded in 2004, AcademyGlobal is a leading provider of corporate and 

government training. We have conducted training in over 20 countries across 5 

continents. Our faculty have held senior management roles in commercial 

organisations and government agencies, with deep expertise in strategy, 

leadership, management, negotiation, finance, procurement, contract 

management, project management and risk management. 

 

AcademyGlobal serves a wide range of clients across commercial, government 

and not for profit sectors. Our industry segments include banking and financial 

services, infrastructure, agriculture, telecommunications, consumer electronics, 

logistics, property, manufacturing, pharmaceutical and health. 


